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Road Literacy

Why reading the road is not an innate human skill 
and what that means for road safety.

Peter King



Five Stars of Safety



Why is the road toll down this year ?

Source: NZTA CAS retrieved August 2010



Road safety is changing
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Source: NZTA CAS retrieved August 2009



Social cost of crashes 1980-2010

Source: NZTA CAS retrieved August 2010



Cause of crash share as coded in CAS

Source: NZTA CAS retrieved 2008



Ratio of male to female causes 2006-2010

• Intentional or Criminal 
• Showing Off 
• Overtaking
• Alcohol or Drugs 
• Too fast for Conditions 
• Fatigue (Drowsy) 
• Lost Control 
• Failed to Keep Left 
• Did not Stop 
• Illness and Disability 
• Inexperience Inattentive: 
• Failed to Notice 
• Attention Diverted By: 
• Did Not See or Look for Another Party Until Too Late 
• Failed to Give Way 
• Incorrect use of vehicle controls

Over 2/3rds 
Male
1/3rd Cost

Roughly
Even
2/3rds Cost



Legal speed, sober crashes

Intersections Drowsiness

Inattention Deliberate Conditions Vulnerable



Safer Journeys, safe system



Human tolerances to crash forces?

Which human? Which crashes?

High resilience, frontal crashes Low resilience, side impact crashes



A new model for road safety



We instinctively fear height but not speed



Some dangers are instinctively obvious
But our instincts are out of date

840 humans killed
In past 111 years
Loe & Roskraft 2008

840,000 humans killed
So far this year
Estimate from WHO data



The bush is like a book, full of meaning



The road is like a book; full of meaning



How your eyes actually see the road



Experience makes meaning easy

Assuming you 
understand the 
language



Experience makes meaning easy

Assuming you 
know the 
symbols



Experience makes meaning easy

Assuming you 
are paying 
attention



It all happens in here



Learning anything is hard



Learning to read the road is a skill

!!



Five generations of driving experience

1905 1930 1950

1975 2000



The driving environment

No physical effort
Warm
Dry
No wind
Music of choice
Protective shell
1000x Power
Simple controls
Social purpose



Who knows where we will be in 2025



The drivers’ licence is a licence to practice

Part 1
This is conducted in a low-speed area (up to 60km/h) and 
assesses your ability to safely and legally control your vehicle in 
simple driving situations:
- leaving and returning to the kerb
- driving straight
- turning left. 
Part 2
This is conducted in a low-speed area, but assesses your ability to 
safely and legally control your vehicle in more complex driving 
situations, such as:
- reversing (three-point turn, reversing into a driveway, reverse    
parallel parking)
- turning at Give Way signs, Stop signs or traffic signals
- driving straight ahead through a roundabout.
Part 3
This is conducted in higher-speed zones of up to 100km/h and 
assesses your ability to safely and legally control your motor 
vehicle in these driving situations.
- driving straight
-driving straight on a multi-lane road or driving around a curve (left 
or right)
- entering traffic flow.

The Restricted Licence Test

175,334 new drivers 2003-2006
Time from restricted to full licence

12 months 11%
1-2 years 28%
2-5 years 8%

Never 53%



Hierarchy of driving wisdom

Vehicle control

Traffic Mastery

Situational Self-awareness

Life skills



So what do we know about learning?



Most qualifications reflect hours of practice
And changes identity



Most drivers have limited crash experience



So drivers have a self-enhancement bias

ME (I always)



Safety Culture: Swimming vs driving

School

100

Home

300



Practice makes perfect

Source: Ericsson 1993



On the road as well ?

Sources: NZTA CAS, MoT Household Travel Survey



Dutch findings



Post licensure training by punishment

4000 hours 10,000 hours

Source: NZTA 2008



What sort of punishment

Source: NZ Police 2008



Education models



Self rating as a driver

Source AA Member Survey May 2011



What is a 5-star driver?



Better feedback and training

Drivers Roads Vehicles

Drivers + Vehicles

Drivers + Roads + 
Vehicles

Drivers + Roads



Better feedback models: Eco-driving



Better feedback: Self-explaining roads



Better feedback: more wisdom



Conclusions

• We are rapidly reducing the number of crashes caused by 
those violating road laws on purpose.

• This leaves the rest of society who account for $2.5 billion in 
social cost per year.

• The driving task has changed dramatically over five 
generations.

• Technology has re-arranged risks from control to situational 
awareness.

• What is written on the road must be read and understood.
• We make very little investment in the main guidance unit of the 

3.5 million motorised vehicles on our roads



Thank you


